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I. INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary Nodule is one of the parameter that use to diagnose the appearance of certain pulmonary disease such as emphysema, bronchitis, tuberculosis and also lung cancer [1] . In medical image such as Computed Tomography or Magnetic Resonance Imager, it's appeared in the thoracic area as white patches of lumps. According to Report by [2] , [3] , lung cancer becomes one of the deadliest diseases that cause 1.2-1.56 million deaths annually. It is predicted that those number will continue to increase and will reach 17 million lung cancer case by 2030 [4] . From the whole lung cancer cases, 80% of the cases are identified after medium stage [4] , which means that it will more difficult to handle by medical treatment. Hence, early detection by identifying the appearance of lung nodule will be able to provide better handling to the patient.
Various techniques of radiology has been utilized to capture thoracic internal organ in order to identify lung nodule, such as Computed Tomography, Rontgen imager, and Magnetic Resonance Imager [5] , [6] . Most of the Rontgen images are suitable for prior screening stage only. Meanwhile, to have a detail view of nodule position, most of the radiologist will utilize CT or MRI [1] . In certain case, radiologist utilized MRI to have a better image results, but MRI has an expensive operational cost and has a drawback in soft tissue organ as well as lungs. Therefore, the CT scan image are still become an option for use in medical practices and researches. Although it involved in so many researches, detecting lung nodule in CT scan images is till challenging to conduct.
In the other hand, there so many researches utilized Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based algorithm have shown their own superiority in CT scans image processing. Some of them are shown by [7] [8] [9] [10] . In the opposite, some researches in SVMS also shows the same, as explored by [11] , [12] and [13] . However, none of those researches compared the performance of both CNN and SVM algorithms to classify the lung nodule cases. Hence, this research compares those algorithms in case of accuracy and computation times.
II. RELATED RESEARCH

A. Hu's Moment Invariants
This concept of moment invariants is derivative of geometrical analytic proposed by Sylvester and Cayley [14] . Hu proposed the concept of algebra moment invariants that combine several general algebra moments to form a group of algebra moments. This group of moments, or better known as Hu moments, are invariance in object's scale, translation and rotation change [14] . Regarding the two dimensional geometric moment in digital image, a density distribution function f(x, y) of order p + q are elaborated as
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where p,q = 0,1,2….n and those value are not considered as invariant. The integrals are represented over the total pixel-area of the digital image object including its boundary that implies computational complexity of order O (N2). To deliver the formula in discrete function, f(x,y), represented in a discrete points domain of MxN, so the equation (1) the represented in the form.
The order p+q central moment is elaborated as followed
The scope of digital area or the object is presented by 00 . The feature of scale invariant also represented in central moment scaled of Ƞ . The central moment after normalization of order (p+q) is presented in formula (6) .
With p + q ≥ 2. In addition, the translational invariance must be followed by only tailoring central moments directly.
B. Haralick Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is tailored to find unique features of the existing image. A concept that can be done is to find a feature based on color differences. A well-known method of extracting color-based features is Haralick, Haralick extracted the feature from color concurrence matrices. The main concept of this algorithm is to distributed the value of neighboring color pixel of a matrix in a certain size. Color concurrence matrices are statistical features that measuring distribution of color in an image and recompute the value based on the spatial interactions among the value of pixels [15] . In each color space, these matrices are defined ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) of figure 1. Let and ′ , be two of the three color components of this space , ′ ∈ {1,2,3}) and , ′ [ ], the color concurrence matrix which measures the spatial interactions among the color components and ′ of the pixels in the image I. The cell
of this matrix consist of the number of times that a pixel P whose color component value ( ) is equal to i, has in its neighborhood denoted Ɲ, a pixel Q whose color component ′ ( ) is equal to j. Figure 1 shows NN = 7 different 3x3 neighborhoods N considered to compute the color concurrence matrices. Fig. 1 . 2×3 neighborhoods that labeled as grey [15] For a given neighborhood, the image I can be characterized by NM = 6 color co-occurrence matrices : [15] Since the algorithm compute local interaction among pixel's values, the color concurrence matrices become susceptible to striking differences of spatial resolution value. Hence, normalization is needed by these matrices to decrease this sensitivity. This normalization conducted by the total cooccurrence number ∑ ∑
where N is the level of quantification number in the color components. The normalization result of color concurrence matrix , ′ [ ]( , ) is denoted by:
The color texture in the image are highly characterized by color concurrence matrices. However, the real image has a large amount of information that hard to be compute in color texture classification. Hence, to reduce the computation as well as preserving the relevance and important information of these descriptors, Haralick introduced the use of NH = 14 features, that denoted 1 to 14 , which is resulted from each matrix [14] . As a consequence, an image then characterized by Nf =NM ×NH ×NS = 6×14×28 = 2352 color texture features , f = 1, . . . ,Nf as shown in figure 2.
C. Color Histogram
The next step after the feature extracted by Haralick is to find the threshold of the color feature. The color feature extraction is most widely used visual features in image retrieval as well as indexing [16] . The advantages of color feature are the ability to represent visual content of an image, have a simple color information extraction and have a high efficiency, relatively powerful in image separation, fairly robust to background complication and independent in accordance to image orientation and size. In this case a Histogram sum out the number of pixels based on each color group and create the total histogram by examined each pixel in an image and adding value to the appropriate bin of the histogram. In accordance to scale changes, translation, partial occlusion and axis rotation, Color histogram are subjected to be relatively invariant.
The dissimilarity are measure by the following distance formula:
I represent the image that subjected to be extracted and Q represent the image query. 
D. SVM Classification
Classification algorithm needed to identify an object that subjected into certain classes. In this case SVM is tailored to identify whether a feature extracted from an image is a nodule or not. As commonly classification algorithm, SVM have two stage which is training and testing. SVM basic concept is to define decision planes that isolated an object into certain group. A decision plane is used to separates between a group of objects that have different class memberships. In the case where the data can separate using linear line, the SVM hyperplane can effectively separate the objects into two classes. Meanwhile for the case that cannot separate using linear line or better known as linear inseparable, the value in original space need to be transform into feature space using a nonlinear transformation. To develop optimal hyperplane, SVM work with an iterative training algorithm, that is used to create minimum error function. A general formula for SVM classification are represented by mathematical optimization case as bellow [17] [11] [12] :
where C work as penalty function, and i is a parameter that handling inseparable data. Minimizing object function of (w) in formula (12) In this case γ is proportional inverse to the width of the kernel. In common, SVM classifier using a default value of C and γ on the to solve the classification problems.
E. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Classification
CNN known with its tremendous performance in image processing in and recognition [18] . As it nature as a part of multi-layer perceptron classifier, training stage is use to construct the weights and biases of the involved convolution kernels. Those weight and biases are defined through forward propagation using the training dataset, where the output O can be obtained. CNN can define the error E by comparing the output O along with the labels y. Given the sample dataset number is denoted by N, and the sample types number are c. The error E can be calculated according to the Equation (13).
As a final step, CNN decide the iteration convergence according to the constant set in value of E. The training stage is over when the converge in certain value. If the result of iteration did not equal to convergence value, the result of iteration are set up in the residual δ. Related to activation function f, the residual function can be defined from the Eq. (14) . In this case, sigmoid function is tailored as the activation function.
The residues produced by output layer then propagated into front layer to re-calculate the residual in every layer (Eq. (15)), δ l represent the residual result of the l th layer.
The iteration on CNN continuously execute on the way to found optimal result as set-up in the threshold constant.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The steps of each classification process are shown in Fig. 3 for SVM-based and fig. 4 for CNN-based. Each classifier have their owned characteristic. Hence, the SVM has a slightly different steps which is equipped by feature extraction.
A. SVM-based Classifier
As shown in Fig.3 , the classification started by data acquisition which is reading the dicom multiple slices medical images in certain location. Then those images through the grey scaling in data pre-processing stage. This step needed to simplify the computation. In the feature extraction step, Hu moment invariant is used to find the edge of lung. This mathematical morphology algorithm shows outstanding performance in handling shape-related processing and operations [14] . Meanwhile, Haralick is tailored to extract the color texture. The color texture classification needed in regrouping images which have similar texture. Then color histogram is used to measure histogram images. In this research the histogram consists of eight bins, where bin 1 consists of value 0-7, bin 2 consists of value 8-15 and so on until bin 8. The last step is SVM classification. The same steps are done during the training and testing steps.
B. CNN-based Classifier
This research employs three layers of convolutional network for its classification. CNN has more simple steps in general, but it has more complex computation. A number of iterations needed to find an optimal weight of each neuron. The algorithm started by data acquisition by reading dicom images. Those images are need to convert to grey scale mode for better computation time. Then the algorithm is trained by labeled data to find the optimal weights. After the training stage, the same steps are conduct for the testing stage. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm steps. The machine involved in this research has an intel core 7 th generation with 2.7 GHz clock speed, 8 Gigabyte of internal memory, and equipped with parallel Graphical Processing unit.
The results of experiment are shown in Table 1 . The computation time results are the summary of training and testing stage for each classifier.
SVM-based classifier has a better speed with 20 seconds compared to CNN that spend 58 seconds for both training and testing sessions. This SVM result still have a better computation time although it has more step which is feature extraction. It can be concluded that feature extraction is not shortage of this classifier and become a common behavioral part needed by this classifier. In this research, CNN does not have any additional pre-classification steps such as feature extraction, but it still time consuming. Most of the time of this three-layer convolution algorithm is spent in training stage. It is cause by multiple iteration of image rotation and dilation to make sure that the algorithm is not trapped in over or under fitting condition. It is mean that this algorithm needs a multiple computation in the training stage that make it more time consuming.
CNN show it superiority in accuracy which has 89% compared to only 53% by SVM. The SVM classifier's accuracy can be improved by adjusting some variable in feature extraction stages. For example, this research only used 8 bins in color histogram extraction. The accuracy can be improved by adding more bins to store all of the color values, so it become more precise. This adjustment will have an impact to computation time in both of training and testing stages. V. CONCLUSION Both of SVM and CNN-based classifier have already implemented to detect lung nodule in CT scan images. The result shows that SVM classifier has a better computing speed although it has more step its algorithm. Meanwhile CNN has a better accuracy compare to SVM. SVM is very depending on the feature extraction steps. Adjusting some variable in that step can improve the accuracy of lung detection in SVM, although it will have an impact to computation time.
